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Changing Places Case Study: Warwick Castle

A Historic Challenge
Warwick Castle is a tourist araction that boasts serious
history, with roots going back to 1068 and the current stone
castle dating back to the 12th century. Situated within
Warwick Conservation Area, adaptations or changes at the
araction can be challenging due to the listed status of
several buildings and the historic nature of the site. Warwick
Castle, with the help of RISE, met the challenge head-on and
has now successfully opened its ﬁrst Changing Places toilet.
Accessibility was already high on the agenda at the venue
and the new toilet will help make the araction even more
accessible, and enjoyable for everyone.

“Our sensitivity towards the original
structure meant approval was granted for
the works and we ran into very few issues
on the project. The work we carried out
doesn’t impact the 1796 structure, and if
necessary, can all be removed later,
leaving the building undamaged.”
Ben Hickey — Head of RISE Changing Places

Acting as principal contractor, RISE delivered a full
turnkey service from initial demolition works to the
provision of all required tradespeople. We installed
specialist equipment, registered the facility, and
provided specialist training upon completion. We
also submied and managed a planning application
(with design and access / heritage statement)
and obtained permission for all required works.
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Internal Adaptation Of Female WC

RISE then went on to prepare the inside of the space,

Warwick Castle, operated by Merlin, asked RISE

prepping walls, installing electrics, plumbing, and

Adaptations to help them convert an existing female

installing a wet room with adequate drainage. We

toilet into a Changing Places facility. The location of

installed Changing Places equipment including an

the toilet, inside the historic conservatory that now

adult size changing bench, ceiling hoist, and non-slip

operates as a tearoom, was carefully selected to

ﬂooring. The space was ﬁnished o with a feature

minimise disruption on site and give the greatest

wall featuring an image of the stunning Peacock

chance of planning being accepted.

Garden, located just outside the conservatory.

The historic sensitivity of the araction (Warwick

Making History Accessible To Everybody

Castle itself is a Grade I listed building, the

Warwick Castle's accessibility policy aims to include

conservatory, built in 1786, is a Grade II listed building,

everybody with disabilities as much as possible and a

and both structures are situated within a conservation

Changing Places toilet was a necessary addition.

area) meant RISE assisted with a heritage report,
planning consent, and produced a scope of works to

The castle team were impressed with the results of

demonstrate how the project would be carried out.

our adaptation work and are excited to now oer
guests a more inclusive experience. The araction

The project was completed in time, on budget, and

Above: The CP facility includes height-adjustable basin,

took a female toilet, installed in the 1970s and

Changing Places toilet will go a long way to further

transformed it into a modern Changing Places toilet,

enhance visitor experience.

complete with shower facilities.

adult changing table, and ceiling track hoist system.
Right: Graphic feature wall of the Peacock Garden.

The works we carried out had no impact on any part
of the listed building — we only removed the 1970s
renovation aspects. And even this was minimal, with
us simply removing stud walls, widening doorways and
installing a new suspended ceiling.

For further information about Changing Places
or to schedule a free consultation, please call
07729 224 738 or email hello@riseadapt.co.uk

already has numerous accessibility initiatives, and a

